Occidental glee club to be heard at 10:30 a.m. at J.C.

Vernon Meacham, in charge of Tulare, who recently retired from Poly.

Stags Welcome--College Club Crandall tonight

By Al Smith

The Collegian has been working hard during the last few weeks giving farm implements, the Poly Alumni, a real show-up. At the last meeting new numbers, "Hooch" and "Jan Savitt's Old High School Books," were introduced and to be proudly run

Motion pictures shown regularly in A.C. Aud.

Motion pictures for Polytech have now become a reality. The sharing of educational, sporting, and other interesting pictures twice each month has created a new activity for studently card holders. The first time has been pre

El Rodeo sets club payment deadline for February 15.

With the deadline just a week away, El Rodeo Editor Jim Prunty has announced a warning to all departmental clubs, and social or service fraternities that full payment for their space in the 1941 yearbook must be turned in by Feb. 15

Outstanding club dancing sponsored by Los Lecheros

The Valentine hop went over in a grand way last Saturday night when the Los Lecheros presented to Poly a programme that did itself proud with the fine music department of Cal Poly. The programme was carried out by the majority of those who attended the event.

The outstanding feature of the show was the variety of music, from the floating down from the ceiling and onto walls, to the music from the instrument, which rites in the centre and four pianos being small. The programme was compiled for the Trails by

San Quentinites write, print, and publish new paper

When Fallen A. Milhans, presi-

dent of the Student body, an

dustry, the advisor of the school newspaper, announced that all arrangements had been completed for the 4th time in San Luigi.

Ten pictures were presented (Continued on page four)

College ski meet in Reno attended by many from Poly

California Polytechnic has something to look forward to next year in its football game with the University of Nevada. If you doubt this ask any of the 15 fellows who attended the Inter-collegiate Ski Competitions and Winter Carnival at Reno.
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Visa Santa Maria tractor exhibit

Traveling down to Santa Maria, the Agricultural Mechanics students enjoyed a very interesting day at the Catepillar and John Deere dealers. With the beginning of the spring season, the boys were anxious to see what machinery was available this year. One of the interesting things that the boys saw was a navel of the Caterpillar kids, and John Deere tractors at all times. Another very interesting exhibit for the local ye-vets of the picture firing order, which also showed the young man who, in closing off the right cylinder of the Caterpillar Diesel D-5, was wearing a suit. After all, this movement was at all times. The best was the Caterpillar belt which stood 20,000 lbs.

The next was the John Deere model "H", which showed the whole movement from firing end, movement of the piston, the transmission, and the final fly

Look magazine announces contest for cameramen

Fifty dollar per photograph is at least five times as much as any of our cameramen have a chance to win, and this contest is offering to pay the winner of the 20-100 parliamentory contests. For this prize the contestants, 709 a.m., and the departments are not in any contest. The

Music department enters at many organization

"Easy, on the provessional paper," is the way Dr. P. Perles, music director, described the various activities of the music department during the first week of February.

On Monday afternoon, the Colle-

guest quartet, composed of Tule-

Students, Robert Johnson, Charles Crane, Joe Munckee, and Bill Bradley, Wayne Lowe, and the program were carried out. Such a
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ON FINDING A BALANCE

At Poly are three distinct types of socially-minded

Individuals. The first is a book-wormish type that believes that

more basic facts than anyone but still he has not learned how

to get the most out of his college education?

The second is a "B" or "C" student but he has a balance of personality

and a unsurpassing advantage. He may have a choice of vocation.

The third type of this short-cut habit. We know that. Still just think,

perhaps there is one more kind of person, but we hope he

is not getting the most out of his college education?
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Mules better varsity's score by 17pts over Dimas

What has the Varisty got that the Mules haven't got? Well from Mistie, F. F. the Mules and the Dimas boys beam the Varsity hasn't anything on the Mules.

Last Friday the Mule Poly's had a tough time in beating the Vacon in a 38-30 victory. Dick Egdorf, 6 foot, 4 inch, who had just returned from an extended trip of 39 to 39 and they thought they had given their best shot in it. Finally the little brother, the Mules, managed to get by. The boys of Dimas were on the road to beat the Vacon team as the next day the Mules. The Varsity boys on the high school court and gave them a winning chance of 36 to 30. The Mules led by 28-16.

The Mules are fastly becoming one of the best heading clubs in this area and have handled Dimas in a host of 22 to 16.

Dan Lycke, forward for the Poly basketball team was the high point man for the game with a total of 13 points to lead Dimas with his last three points to lead Dimas with a side total of 9 points. It may be interesting to note that Blakley's brother was one of the Mule Poly's last night.

EgLier saw the Varsity edged out by the local L. C. last Tuesday. "It didn't look like it was going to be a great afternoon for the Mules to schedule a game with the J. C. and show them that they can't do to their big brothers and Dimas boys.

The Poly Mustangs are on the heels of their big brothers and Dimas boys. The Polyausible 1938 forward and center clicked again with Eisleh's former star, Paul Hatfield, leading the Poly in the game's high point man for the evening. The "Aces" combine a fast moving game with superior showmanship to make them one of the outstanding teams on the road in present day basketball. They have won 37 games, winning 271 and losing 31. The boys which both "the City of Dawn" and "Horse of Dawn" operations, are composed of former outstanding college players all over a foot in height.

George Anderson, stand-out forward and utility player, is one of the original long-haired Baird of David numbers and comes direct from the Bennett State of Davis at Boston Harbor, Mich. Bob Hallisey, forward, is a veteran one and will give Poly a tough time. He is a great rebounder and will be a big help in scoring for this team and now everything is behind them and they have to look to Dimas in Dimas.

The "Bearded Aces." These wizened gents of the employer will get in on the Poly Polyogle until the last five minutes of the game at which time the Poly players surged forward and clinched the remaining distance between the two teams. The M. C. team had a stroke of luck when one of the Poly boys had a foul called on him and the J. C. skipper made the point, giving them a one-point lead with only a 9-0 lead and hold until the gun went off finishing the game.

Hyde, J. C. man tops

For the J. C. boys, Hyde was again their star player, being high point man for the district, but his eye and very seldom showed for Poly in any meet in which they enter. The Poly players enter the mountains to take a second or third to make up the points. This is expected to place second behind Blakley, and the Poly Mustangs are expected to place second behind Blakley.

The game was played on the Poly hardwood floor with quite a crowd attending. This game proved to be one of the most exciting games of the year because until the gun went off finishing the game both teams were on making their point man for the evening. He has an uncanny eye and very seldom

Poly loses to local J.C. by 39-38 score

The California Polytechnic Mustangs swimming squad. This quintet was comprised of former outstanding college players all over a foot in height.

There are possibilities of a meet with the Santa Clara swimmers in the coming weeks that would probably make a good showing against the best of them. There are any number of good swimmers on the campus who, with a little training each night, would give our team enough support to make it worthwhile while having a team. Otherwise, Poly may not be represented in any of the aquatic events.
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Movieland host to Green and Gold five
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Poly loses to local J.C. by 39-38 score

In one of the most sensational games of the season, the Poly Varsity was defeated by local junior college team last Tuesday night. F. P. J. C. gains early lead

But back players played a full hand throughout the entire game however, the local J. C. team had quite a lead until the last five minutes of the game at which time the Polyingers surged forward and clinched the remaining distance between the two teams. The J. C. team had a stroke of luck when one of the Poly boys had a foul called on him and the J. C. skipper made the point, giving them a one-point lead with only a 9-0 lead and hold until the gun went off finishing the game.
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